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Abstract: Cloud Computing services are regulated by a contract called Service Level Agreement (SLA). It is co-signed
between the customers and the providers after a negotiation phase, and during their validity time several
constraints have to be respected by the involved parties. Due to their popularity, cloud services are enormously
used and unfortunately also abused, specially by cyber-criminals. Sometimes the crimes have the consequence
of violating some contractual constraints without the parties are aware of. A manner for guaranteeing more
control of the SLA respect is to consider a dedicated system interacting with the cloud services and detecting
the SLA violations by analysing the log files. We introduce a formal model aimed to represent the contents of
such SLAs necessary in the context of an automatic mechanism for detecting SLA violations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud services are regulated by Service Level Agree-
ment contracts (SLA) (Mell et. al, 2011), where all
the constraints among a cloud service provider and its
customer(s) are detailed; the contracts are co-signed
by the parties and they have legal validity in case of a
court litigation (Baset, 2012;?). Because of their im-
portance and contents(CSA, 2013), SLAs have been
being considered to be monitored to detect their vio-
lations. Many attempts to automate such monitoring
there exist in literature, but to the best of our knowl-
edge most of them do not consider cloud services
logs; nevertheless the literature focuses on the mon-
itoring of performances constraints.

In this paper a set of rules is presented in the shape
of a formal model named SLAFM; we aim to formal-
ize the necessary information needed by the SLA vi-
olation detection capability, including input, output,
and intermediary computations. In addition, some di-
agrams will be presented in order to visualize the in-
teractions among the components dedicated to imple-
ment our SLA violation detection capability based on
our formal model.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows: in Section 2 we synthesize the background lit-
erature about both formal modelling and automatic
monitoring of SLAs; Section 3 provides an overview

about contents and structure of cloud SLAs. In Sec-
tion 4 we discuss the principal objectives of our pro-
posal, while an example of the proposal is illustrated
in Section 5. The details of the formal model are ex-
plained in Section 6, and a case study based on the
previous example is provided in Section 7. Some pro
and con are presented in Section 8, and conclusion
and future work ideas close the paper in Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND

Automating the management of a textual document
is a big challenge. Our focus is to target such topic
to the SLAs stipulated for cloud services. The final
aim is to detect contractual violations. The informa-
tion involved in this process are the ones concerning
cloud services logs. Our approach provides a formal
model that represents both SLAs and cloud logs. The
analysed literature covers different arguments, such
as formal representation of SLAs and automatic SLA
monitoring research projects using SLA formal repre-
sentations, which provide the background of our pro-
posal. Most work provide a customized manner to
structure the SLAs contents, which are then formal-
ized via mathematical tuple, e.g. in (Czajkowski et.
al, 2002; Unger et. al, 2008; Ghosh et. al, 2012;
Ishakian et. al, 2011; De Marco et. al, 2014); in other
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works the authors use concepts from set theory, e.g.
in (Skene et. al, 2007) and (De Marco et. al, 2014);
the other used formalism include derivation rules, re-
action rules, integrity rules and deontic rules (Paschke
et. al, 2008), or mathematical logic concepts (Unger
et. al, 2008).

Other work are dedicated to manage the SLAs in
terms of monitoring the respect of some constraints
and to prevent their violation; for instance, a frame-
work called DESVI(Emeakaroha et. al, 2010) is dedi-
cated to monitor low level Cloud resources in order
to detect if their measured value respects the con-
straints extracted from SLAs with the goal of detect-
ing QoS violations. This work has been recovered
in(Emeakaroha et. al 2012b) to demonstrate its effi-
ciency in monitoring a single Cloud data centre, and
also in (Brandic et. al, 2010), where some specific
metrics are applied on the resources, whose values are
required to match with a specified threshold to prevent
possible contractual violations. In(Morshedlou et. al,
2014) a proactive resources allocation prototype is
proposed for reducing the negative impact of SLAs’
violations and for improving the level of users’ satis-
faction. In (Maurer et. al, 2012) a prototype for an
autonomic SLA enhancement is discussed; it behaves
as resource parameters reconfiguration tool at virtual
machines level of cloud infrastructures, with the main
advantage of reducing SLA violations and of optimiz-
ing resources utilization. Instead, in (Emeakaroha et.
al, 2012a) the proposed SLA monitoring and viola-
tion detection architecture plays at the Cloud appli-
cation provisioning level, where some metrics are ex-
ploited to monitor at runtime the resource consump-
tion behaviour and performance of the application it-
self. In (Cedillo et. al, 2014) an approach to moni-
tor some Cloud services non-functional SLA require-
ments is presented; a middle-ware interacting with
services and applications at runtime is designed; it
analyses the information and provides some reports
as soon as an SLA violation is identified. Last but
not least, SALMonADA (Muller et. al, 2014) is a
platform that utilizes a structured language to repre-
sent the SLA, which is then automatically monitored
to detect whether any violation occurs or not; such
detection is performed by implementing a technique
based on a constraint satisfaction problem.

3 SLA CONTENTS AND
STRUCTURE

In a free trade context people have the freedom to
choose for a specific need which services they prefer
from a big offer pool. Once such choice is accom-
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Figure 1: SLA Life Cycle.

plished, a user contacts a specific service provider.
This latter is responsible of delivering the service to
the user after the instantiation of a particular Service
Level Agreement (SLA) contract. An SLA concern-
ing the provisioning of IT services is defied as afor-
mal, negotiated, document in qualitative and quan-
titative terms detailing the services offered to a cus-
tomer(ITIL). To the best of our understanding among
cloud services, an SLA follows the life cycle depicted
in the UML (Rumbaugh et. al, 2004) state chart di-
gram in Figure 1.

After a potential customer request, a contractual
template is customized by the cloud service provider
depending on some change requests to the stan-
dard offer; subsequently a negotiation phase happens,
where solutions to the change requests are included,
together with information about expenses, penalties,
and reports. The SLA co-signed state determines that
both entities agree on the actual contractual contents,
then the service provisioning can begin. The SLA has
a validity time, that can be either explicitly expressed
with start and end dates, or an initial date together
with a time interval can be included in the document.
Such validity time begins after the contract is hardly
or digitally co-signed by both parties in the SLA Ex-
ecution state. During its life cycle, an SLA can be
subject to a revision to resolve some change requests
instantiated by either party. The revision phase can
provide solutions to such requests in order to continue
the service provisioning and the contract validity. In
case a solution is not met by the parties the service
provisioning and the SLA validity are dismissed.

In an SLA regulating cloud services the duties
and responsibilities of both parties are described, to-
gether with the possible presence and operations of
a third party. The main contents of an SLA con-
cern definitions and descriptions of the service, some
rules and regulations about its delivering, some per-
formance measures together with possible tolerance
intervals about the levels of the services to guarantee,
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Figure 2: SLA Violation Detection Capability.

and the pricing and penalties measures in case such
tolerances are not respected. For sake of monitoring
and user satisfaction purposes, it is good practice to
provide service levels that can be audited, managed,
and measured (Larson, 1998).

4 SLA VIOLATION DETECTION

An SLA violation detection capability is aimed to
automatically guarantee in a real time manner the
respect of the contract in relation to the Cloud be-
haviour. This capability has two different input. They
are the SLA constraints and some Cloud logs. The
capability intends to perform the comparison between
them. The main challenge for implementing such ca-
pability is to convert the natural language expressions
of the contract in rules that a machine can manipu-
late. About the management of the cloud logs, in-
stead, the effort is less, because once the structure of
the logs is known they can be manipulated. In most
cloud service providers such structure is documented.
In Figure 2 the interactions among the components
dedicated to implement our SLA violation detection
capability is designed. The beginning of such capa-
bility corresponds with the SLA to guarantee starting
time. The necessary contractual sections are extracted
and structured in a specific format. The information
gathered from the cloud services logs are translated,
aggregated and indexed according to another specific
format, compatible with the one the SLA sections are
converted to. The capability is responsible to perform
the comparison between the SLAs constraints and the
cloud service behaviour structured in logs. The com-
parison results are stored and utilized for subsequent
comparison; they also feed a decision making mod-
ule, responsible to manage the consequences of the
detected SLA violations.

5 EXAMPLE: AMAZON S3

In this section we want to provide a real-world com-
mercial well defined SLA contract documents as ex-
ample for the implementation of the SLA violation
detection capability depicted in Figure 2.

In order to obtain the necessary logs, we need to
access to as many information as possible, among
the quantity granted by a cloud service provider. It
is well documented that the amount of information
accessible by cloud services customers is bigger in
IaaS level, medium in PaaS, and small in SaaS (Liu
et. al, 2011). Thus, we chose a IaaS type of cloud
service. Moreover, we considered Amazon as cloud
provider because it is considered by both business and
academia as a pioneer of a complete pool of cloud
services delivering. From all these considerations,
our choice fell on Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3) (Amazon), which is an Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice (IaaS) provided by Amazon.com.

We accessed to both the S3 public SLA and the
logs, available at a customer level. Among all the
legal constraints, we consider the service level ex-
pressed as Monthly Uptime Percentage. The reader
has to consider this parameter as a quality attribute of
the Amazon S3 cloud service.Amazon Web Services
will use commercially reasonable efforts to make
Amazon S3 available with a Monthly Uptime Percent-
age [...] of at least 99.9% during any monthly billing
cycle.

Scanning the SLA, we can find the definition of
such attribute as:Monthly Uptime Percentage is cal-
culated by subtracting from 100% the average of
the Error Rates from each five minute period in the
monthly billing cycle.Again, Amazon carefully de-
fined the aforementioned Error Rates asthe total num-
ber of internal server errors returned by Amazon S3
as error status InternalError or ServiceUnavailable
divided by the total number of requests during that
five minute period(Amazon).

In order to guarantee the respect of the monthly
uptime percentage service level, an SLA violation
detection capability has to consider the information
about server responses to the HTTP requests made to
S3 every five minutes. Such data is available in the
Server Access Log files available in S3, which col-
lects some information every request made to the ser-
vice. An example of them is provided in Figure 3.
The information in red circles are the ones necessary
to calculate the Error Rates, i.e., the time and the Er-
ror Code.

In a specific five minute period time our capabil-
ity has to collect the log files for all the requests made,
i.e., from Time0 to Time+5min. Then the Error Rate is
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calculated counting the number of Error Code equals
to InternalError or ServiceUnavaiable, divided by the
total number of requests during that five minute pe-
riod.

Considering that every entry in the log has a re-
lated Error Code field, we can affirm that the total
number of requests during that five minute period is
obtained by the following formula:

5minRequests=
+5min

∑
0

ErrorCode

The Error Rate of a five minute time period is ob-
tained by the following formula:

5minErrorRate=(
+5min

∑
0

ErrorCode= InternalError

ORServiceUnavaiable)/5minRequests

In order to have a monthly value the capability has
to compute this value along a billing month time pe-
riod. Every solar day has 60/5∗ 24= 288 five min-
utes time periods; this value has to be multiplied for
the number of days of a billing month. Assuming that
a billing month is composed of thirty days, we will
have 288∗ 30= 8640 five minutes time periods. Fi-
nally, the monthly uptime percentage will be obtained
by the following formula:

AverageErrorRate= (
8640

∑
0

5minErrorRate)/8640

MUP= 100%−AverageErrorRate

6 FORMAL MODEL

The SLA Formal Model (SLAFM) is aimed to pro-
vide a theoretical approach for a contractual violation
detection capability for cloud computing services. A
previous draft of the same formalism was discussed
in (De Marco et. al, 2014), where only a specific sce-
nario has been taken into account. We extend that
formal model by adding the modelling of cloud ser-
vices logs; according to that, some changes to the
modelling of the SLA structure have been added. The
model utilizes mathematical formalisms as tuple, set
theory, functions (Ben-Ari, 1993).

6.1 Service Level Agreement

SLAs are contractual documents written in natural
language composed of a set of information structured
as service levels. An slal is an element of the set of
slasL. An sla is described by a mathematical tuple

composed of a set of service levelsSL, the validity
starting timetstart and the validity ending timetend.

L = {l1, l2, l3, . . . , l j}, j ∈ N

l = 〈SL, tstart, tend〉; tend> tstart

A service levelsl is an element of the set of service
levelsSL. Eachsl has a validity time interval, deter-
mined by a starting and an ending time; during this
time, some indicators related to a service level at-
tribute for a specific service resource need to be ver-
ified, hence ansl is described by the following tuple,
composed of the set of indicatorsI, the attributea of
the resourcer, and the starting and finishing times,ts
andt f respectively.

SL= {sl1,sl2,sl3, . . . ,sl j}, j ∈ N

sl = 〈I ,ar , ts, t f 〉; t f > ts

An indicatori is an element of the set of the indi-
catorsI. An indicator is described by a mathematical
tuple composed of a conditioned valuec k uof the at-
tributeasl for the resourcersl. A conditionc belongs
to the set of conditionsC; in case any condition is not
expressed in the contractual text, the value ofc will
be set as=. A valuek is related to the attributeasl of
the resourcersl; u is the optional unit measure used to
express the valuek, belonging to the set of unit mea-
suresU. The conditioned valuec k uhas to be verified
through the application of the metricm belonging to
the set of metricsM. The metrics can be either atomic
or composed, namely the value is obtained by com-
bining more atomic metrics.

I = {i1, i2, . . . , i j}, j ∈ N

i = 〈cku,m〉

c∈C;C= {≤;≥;<;>;<>;=}

u∈U ;U = {u1,u2, . . . ,u j}, j ∈N

m∈ M;M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mj}, j ∈ N

6.2 Cloud Service Log

A cloud computing architecture is composed of a set
of resourcesR, either physical or virtual.

P= {Rp|Rp ⊆ R}

V = {Rv|Rv ⊆ R}

R= {r1, r2, r3, . . . , r j}, j ∈ N
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Figure 3: Amazon S3 Sever Access Log.

A resourcer is described by a set of attributesA,
e.g., filename, date of creation, size. Leta be an at-
tribute, it belongs to the set of attributesA.

A= {a1,a2,a3, . . . ,a j}, j ∈ N

r = {Ar |Ar ⊆ A}

|Ar | 6= 0∀r ∈ R

Theorem 1. The set of attributesA cannot be empty.

Proof. Every resourcer ∈ R is described by a set of
attributesAr which is subset ofA.

A=
⋃

Ar
∀r∈R ⇒ |A|=

⋃
|Ar |

byde f.
⇒ |Ar | 6= 0∀r ∈ R

⇒ |A| 6= 0

During the execution of a Cloud service, the value
of an attribute of a resource is subject to changes via
an operationo. An operationo is an element of the
set of operationsO. Each operation is described by a
mathematical tuple composed of a senders that is the
executor of such operation, a resultvalue(ar) that de-
scribes the value assigned to attributea of resourcer,
an operation resourcer, an attributea, and an oper-
ation timeto. The operation value is a mathematical
function that assigns a value to an attribute of a re-
source. The assigned value can be of numeric type;
moreover it can be associated to an optional unit mea-
sureu. A senders is an entity (process) performing
operations in the Cloud, e.g., an IP address or a Drop-
box process. Letsbe a sender, it belongs to the set of
sendersS.

S= {s1,s2,s3, . . . ,sj}, j ∈ N

O= {o1,o2,o3, . . . ,o j} j ∈ N

o= 〈s,ar ,value(ar),u, to〉

u∈U

value: ar → value(ar) = k∈ Z

The information about the sequence of operations are
stored in a cloud logcl, which is an element of the set
of cloud logsCL. Every log is composed of a set of
operationsOcl concerning an attributea of a resource
r; the setOcl is included in the set of all the operations
O.

CL= {cl1,cl2,cl3, . . . ,cl j}, j ∈ N

cl = Ocl ;Ocl ⊆ O

6.3 Violation Detection Capability

An SLA violation detection capability is responsible
to perform a comparison between an indicator of an
attribute for a resource expressed in a service level
isl ∈ I and a set of operations of a specific cloud logs
Ocl where the sequence of values of such attribute is
contained. Such comparison is evaluated according
to the metricmiused to calculate the value. Formally,
the aforementioned entities are correlated in the fol-
lowing tuple. A comparisonn belongs to the set of
comparisonsN. A comparison tuple is composed of a
cloud logcl, an indicator that has to be verifiedisl ∈ I ,
and the comparison timetn.
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N = {n1,n2,n3, . . . ,n j}, j ∈ N

n= 〈cl, isl, tn〉

te ≥ tocl

∀o∈ Ocl ,∀i ∈ Isl(ar)Ocl
= (ar)Isl

Definition 1. SLA Violation
Given a comparisonn ∈ N and a service levelsl ∈
SL, the comparison is considered an SLA violation
if the values of the set of operationsOcl composing
the cloud logcl on the attributea of the resourcer at
the timet are different from the conditioned valuecku
of the related indicatorisl about the service levelsl,
on the same attributea of the same resourcer. The
validity has to be determined during the correct time
interval, namely the times of the operations have to
be included in the time intervalt f (i)− ts(i); the value
value(ar)t is obtained by the application of the metric
mi .

mi(ar) = value(ar) 6= (cku)i (1)

ts(i)≤ tvalue(ar ) ≤ t f (i) (2)

7 CASE STUDY: AMAZON S3

The aim of this section is to map the formal model of
the previous section onto the Amazon S3 information
illustrated in Section 5.

7.1 Service Level Agreement

The Amazon S3 SLA has a validity time that begins
when a customer subscribes begins to have access to
the S3 service until it decides to terminate. We con-
sider the solar year 2015 as the S3 SLA validity time.

L = {S3}

S3= 〈S3SL,01/01/2015,31/12/2015〉

Among all the legal constraints, we consider the
service level expressed as Monthly Uptime Percent-
age, MUP for short.Amazon Web Services will use
commercially reasonable efforts to make Amazon S3
available with a Monthly Uptime Percentage [...] of
at least 99.9% during any monthly billing cycle. We
consider February 2015 as the billing month range.

a= MonthlyU ptimePercentage

r = S3server

S3SL= {MUP}

MUP= 〈I ,MonthlyU ptimePercentageS3server,

01/02/2015,28/02/2015〉

I = {i1}

c= atleast=≥

i = 〈≥ 99, ,MUPm〉

The unit measure is not expressed, so we can discard
it due it is defined optional.

Recalling the definition of such attribute:Monthly
Uptime Percentage is calculated by subtracting from
100% the average of the Error Rates from each five
minute period in the monthly billing cycle.Error Rate
is the total number of internal server errors returned
by Amazon S3 as error status InternalError or Ser-
viceUnavailable divided by the total number of re-
quests during that five minute period(Amazon).

The metric for calculating MUP is a composed
metric, because it needs the computation of theAv-
erageErrorRatethat depends on5minErrorRate, de-
pending again on5minRequests.

M = {MUPm,AverageErrorRatem,5minErrorRatem,

5minRequestsm}

MUPm = 100%−AverageErrorRatem

AverageErrorRatem= (
8640

∑
0

5minErrorRatem)/8640

5minRequestsm=
+5min

∑
0

ErrorCode

5minErrorRatem=(
+5min

∑
0

ErrorCode= InternalError

ORServiceUnavaiable)/5minRequests

7.2 S3 Server Access Log

The SLA violation detection capability collects every
five minute period time the S3 Server Access Log files
available in S3 where every HTTP request made to the
service and its response is stored (see Figure 3). The
information from those logs are mapped in our formal
model in the following way.

R= {S3server}

A= {MonthlyU ptimePercentage}

S3server= {{MonthlyU ptimePercentage}S3server}

During the execution of a Cloud service, the value
of an attribute of a resource is subject to change via
an operationo. An operationo is an element of the
set of operationsO. Each operation is described by a
mathematical tuple composed of a senders that is the
executor of such operation, a resultvalue(ar) that de-
scribes the value assigned to attributea of resourcer,
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an operation resourcer, an attributea, and an oper-
ation timeto. The operation value is a mathematical
function that assigns a value to an attribute of a re-
source. The assigned value can be either a numeric or
textual; moreover it can be associated to an optional
unit measure. A senders is an entity (process) per-
forming operations in the Cloud. Lets be a sender, it
belongs to the set of sendersS.

S= {137.43.248.70}

The sender is the Remote IP address field of the log
in Figure 3.

O= {REST.GET.OBJECT}

The operation is the Operation field of the same S3
Server Access Log file. The components of the oper-
ation are described in the following tuple.

REST.GET.OBJECT= 〈137.43.248.70,

MonthlyU ptimePercentageS3server, , ,

18/Feb/2015 : 10 : 37 : 23+0000〉

The value component of the tuple is empty, as well as
the unit measure. More precisely, the value compo-
nent is not either InternalError or ServiceUnavailable.

7.3 Violation Detection Capability

In order to build a logcl ∈CL the SLA violation de-
tection capability translates many S3 Server Access
Log file, covering an amount of time to be decom-
posed in five minutes periods From this mapping, the
S3 Server Access Log file operations mapped to cloud
log Ocl feed the metricMUPi

m in order to determine
the elements of the set of comparisonsN.

8 DISCUSSION

SLAFM is devoted to formalize a capability to man-
age SLAs violation detections for cloud services. The
proposed approach concerns the representation of in-
formation from both the SLAs and the cloud logs in a
specific format. One of the strengths of such approach
is its extensibility; because the formal model is a high
level abstraction, it can be enriched with additional
information.

The entity sender is included in this formal model
because considered necessary to easy the eventual
forensic investigation triggered once a violation hap-
pens. The senders are important to reconstruct an
events time-line more efficiently and to relate the flow
of the operations stored by cloud logs per authors.

An extension of the model can be the necessity of
managing some legal principles, thus a specific set of
formal rules can be added to the formal model. The
comparison among a service level and the operations
of the cloud logs have to be memorized because they
can be necessary for computing comparisons of other
service levels. This depends on how the SLAs relate
the service levels and the indicators.

A dedicated system module reacting to the de-
tected SLA violations is out of the SLAFM formal
model duties, but it can be considered as a possible
extension or integration of both the formal model and
the system implementing our capability designed in
Figure 2.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

The management of Service Level Agreement con-
tracts for cloud services provisioning is an extremely
challenging and active research trend. Several pro-
posals have been made in literature to approach the
QoS levels guaranteeing issues described in the con-
tracts with the purpose of monitoring a platform be-
haviour.

The main objective of such research works is
to detect whether the agreed resources performances
are respected, without considering the cloud services
logs. In some papers, the issue is formally modelled
for being subsequently implemented; in other ones,
a specific framework is proposed demonstrating the
manner how such monitoring is performed.

In the future we intend to prototype a system de-
signed in Figure 2 based on the SLAFM formal model
proposed in Section 6. The prototype will simulate
cyber attacks to a cloud service regulated by an SLA,
and it will perform comparisons among the logs and
the SLA constraints. Moreover, we want to test the
number of SLA formal rules violations that can be
detected in a specific amount of time.

We strongly believe that such capability can en-
hance the security strategies of a Cloud platform, so
that it can be considered as a must requirement for it,
and very likely becoming a standard in the next years.
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